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Dear Head of Council:
We are writing to announce the release of the Ontario Municipal Partnership Fund
(OMPF) program allocations for 2016.
In 2016, the Province will provide a total of $505 million in unconditional funding through
the OMPF to 388 municipalities across the province. This funding, combined with the
municipal benefit resulting from the provincial uploads, will total more than $2.3 billion in
2016. This is nearly four times the level of funding provided in 2004.
As you know, 2016 is the final year of the phase-down of the OMPF program that was
announced in 2012, and was part of our 2008 upload agreement with the Association of
Municipalities of Ontario (AMO) and other municipalities. The redesigned program,
introduced in 2014, supports municipalities with limited property assessment; recognizes
the unique challenges of northern and rural municipalities; and better targets funding to
northern and rural municipalities with more challenging fiscal circumstances.
Over the past year, the Province has continued to consult with AMO and other municipal
representatives to further refine the design of the OMPF to ensure that the program
meets the Iohg-term priorities of municipalities. The 2016 OMPF reflects the core
objectives of the redesigned program, while balancing the range of views expressed by
municipalities through this year’s consultations.
As announced in the 2015 Ontario Budget, to further support northern municipalities, the
Northern Communities grant component of the OMPF will be enhanced to $84 million in
2016, increasing the total 2016 OMPF to $505 million rather than the $500 million
previously planned for 2016.
The 2016 program will further target funding to northern and rural municipalities with
more challenging fiscal circumstances by increasing the Northern and Rural Fiscal
Circumstances Grant to $67 million from $55 million in 2015.
Also beginning in 2016, the Rural Communities Grant, which continues to support rural
farming communities, will be enhanced to $143 million. This funding increase will be
targeted to municipalities with the highest levels of farm land, in recognition of their
unique challenges.
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Through the consultation process, we have heard that ensuring a manageable transition
to the redesigned program continues to be an important focus for many municipalities. In
response to this feedback, the 2016 minimum funding guarantees for municipalities in
southern Ontario will be increased to at least 85 per cent of their 2015 OMPF allocation.
Northern municipalities will continue to receive at least 90 per cent of,their 2015 OMPF
allocation. These minimum levels of support will be further enhanced up to 100 per cent
for municipalities with more challenging fiscal circumstances.
The Ministry of Finance’s (MOE) Provincial-Local Finance Division will be providing your
municipal Treasurers and Clerk-Treasurers with further details on the 2016 OMPF. This
information and other supporting materials will be posted in both English and French on
the MOF website: http://www.fin.gov.on.ca/en/budget/ompf/2016
We are also pleased to continue our commitment to the phased upload of Ontario Works
(OW) benefit and court security and prisoner transportation costs. This builds on the
Province’s previous uploads of Ontario Drug Benefits (0DB) and Ontario Disability
Support Program (ODSP).
As a result of the uploads, municipalities will benefit from more than $1.8 billion in
reduced costs in 2016 alone. Combined with the OMPF, this is the equivalent of
13 per cent of municipal property tax revenue in the province.
Despite the phase-down of the OMPF, our commitment to the provincial uploads means
that overall support to municipalities will continue to increase, with the provincial uploads
more than offsetting the reduction to the program.
Our government has a very strong record of supporting and working with municipalities.
In 2016, municipalities will benefit from more than $3.8 billion in ongoing support through
the OMPF, provincial uploads, and other provincial initiatives an increase of $2.7 billion
from the level provided in 2003.
—

Our significant investments in municipal infrastructure are supporting communities across
Ontario.
Ontario is making the largest infrastructure investment in Ontario’s history with more than
$130 billion over ten years. These investments will benefit municipalities across the
province, whether it’s a new school, repairs to provincial highways or funding to help a
municipality make critical repairs to a local bridge.
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Included in this plan is Moving Ontario Forward the Province’s plan to invest
$31.5 billion in transit, transportation and other priority infrastructure across Ontario
10 years. As part of Moving Ontario Forward, the permanent $100 million per year
Ontario Community Infrastructure Fund (OCIF) is supporting the revitalization and repair
of roads, bridges and other critical infrastructure in small, rural and northern
communities. Also included as part of this plan is the $15 million annual investment for
the new Connecting Links program beginning in 2016.
—

We look forward to continuing to work with our municipal partners to ensure the design
of the OMPF continues to reflect the long-term priorities of municipalities.
Sincerely,

Charles Sousa
Minister
Ministry of Finance

Ted McMeekin
Minister
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing
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2016 Highlights for the Municipality of Temagami
• The Municipality of Temagami’s combined benefit of the 2016 OMPF and provincial uploads totals $1,800,700 which is the
equivalent of 55% of the Municipality’s municipal property tax revenue.
• The Municipality’s combined benefit includes:
$934,800 through the OMPF
• $865,900 benefit resuiting from the provincial uploads
-

• This exceeds the payments received In 2004 by $599,700.
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$934,800j

Total 2016 OMPF

Assessment Equalization Grant
Northern Communities Grant
Rural Communities Grant
Northem and Rural Fiscal Circumstances Grant
Transitional Assistance

2016 Combined Benefit of OMPF and Provincial Uploads (Line BI

$330,200
$194,100
$115,900
$294,600

+

Line B2)

$1,80O,700

MPF(Equa to Line A)
2. Provincial Uploads

$934,800
$865,900

C Other Ongoing Provincial Support

$123,100

1. Public Health
2. Land Ambulance

$49,000
$74,100

D Key OMPF Data Inputs
1,448

1. Households
..

unity Measure
4. Farm Area Measure
5. Northern and Rural Municipal Fiscal Circumstances Index
7. 2015 OMPF (Line A from 2015 Allocation Notice)

0.0%
6.5
95.0%
$984,000
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2016 OMPF Allocation Notice Line Item Descriptions
-

A

The OMPF grants are described in detail in the OMPF Technical Guide
website at: http:/lwww.fln.gov.on.ca/en/budgetlompf/2016

A5

If applicable, reflects the amount of transitional support provided to assist the municipality in adjusting to the redesigned OMPF
program.

BI

Sum of 2016 OMPF grants. (Equal to Line A)

B2

Estimated 2016 benefit of the Province’s upload of social assistance benefit program as well as court security and prisoner
transportation costs.
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this document can be found on the Ministry of Finance’s
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The estimated 2016 municipal benefit of the Province’s 75 per cent share of public health funding relative to its 50 per cent share
in 2004. In two-tier systems, this benefit is identified at the upper-tier level. Actual municipal savings may not correspond with the
Allocation Notice due to budget approvals made by the local Boards of Health. Municipalities may provide additional funding
beyond their obligated cost share. Any additional municipal funding is not included in the calculation of the public health figure.

C2

The estimated 2016 municipal benefit of the Province’s 50 per cent share of land ambulance funding relative to its share in 2005.
This incremental increase in land ambulance funding delivers on the Province’s commitment to strengthen land ambulance
services and maintain the 50:50 sharing of land ambulance costs. In two-tier systems, this benefit is identified at the upper-tier
level.
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Refers to the total assessment for a municipality weighted by the tax ratio for each class of property (including payments in lieu of
property taxes retained by the municipality) divided by the total number of households.

D3

Represents the proportion of a municipality’s population residing in rural areas or small communities. For additional information
see the 2016 OMPF Technical Guide.

D4

Represents the percentage of a municipality’s land area comprised of farm land. Additional details regarding the calculation of the
Farm Area Measure are provided in the 2016 OMPF Technical Guide.

The northem and rural Municipal Fiscal Circumstances Index (MFCI) measures a municipality’s fiscal circumstances relative to
other northem and rural municipalities in the province, and ranges from 0 to 10. A lower MFCI corresponds to relatively positive
05
fiscal circumstances, whereas a higher MFCI corresponds to more challenging fiscal circumstances. For additional information
see the 2016 OMPF Technical Guide.

D6

Represents the guaranteed level of support the municipality will receive from the Province through the 2016 OMPF. For additional
information see the 2016 OMPF Technical Guide.

07 2015 OMPF allocation
Note: Provincial funding and other ongoing provincial support initiatives rounded to multiples of$100.
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